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Telephone

The telephone was invented by Alexander 
Graham in 1876, March 7th. The telephone was 
invented to audibly communicate with others 
such as friends, family, and exc in a way easier 
procedure. When the telephone was introduced 
to the Industrial Revolution it was very useful to 
people for communicating with others by long 
distance. The telephone also made 
communication between businesses much faster 
and easier instead of  relying on mail. With mail 
you wouldn't know if  the person you were 
sending it to get the mail or not that is why 
telephones come in handy. With telephones you 
can just give the person a call and talk to them 
like if  you were talking to them in person.



Problems about the telephone in the 
Industrial Revolution

There were a few problems about the telephone 
that weren't very useful to humans. Firstly, one of  
the problems about the telephone in the industrial 
revoltuion was how it wouldn't save anyones 
number. Secondly, another problem about the 
telephone was how it wasn't wireless. Thirdly, 
telephones in the industrial revolution were very 
heavy. The telephone was nothing compared to 
what phones look like today.



Main 

problem/

consequences

The main problem about the telephone was how 

it couldn't save anyones number.

Consequence A: You would have to 

rememberize peoples phone numbers in your 

head or write them down.

Consequence B: If  you had an emergency and 

had to call someone right away you couldn't just 

go to your contacts and find their number like 

we do now.

Consequence C: If  someone random called you, 

you wouldn't be able to tell who they are 

because it wouldn't say their number and you 

won't know who it is.



How phones 

are like now...

Phones today let you do many things that you 

couldn't do in the industrial revolution. For 

example phones now are wireless, light weight, 

you can download many apps, take pictures/ 

save them, save numbers in your contacts and 

exc. These new advancements make the phone 

easier for humans to use now a days, unlike back 

then in the industrial revolution. In the industrial 

revolution phones were very weird and 

confusing to use but now a 5 year old can learn 

how to use a phone.



Positive/

negative 

consequences 

about 

phones to

day 

Positive

• Way easier to use

• Wireless

• Less heavy

• Can text

• Take photos

Negative

• Addicting

• Kids have them

• Can cause brain cancer, blurred vision, sleep 
disorders and exc.



Future phone

I think in the future phones are going to be very 

thin so it would be easier to carry around and it 

would also be light weighted. I think there's also 

going to be tons of  cameras on it like apples 

iphone11. The cameras are going to help with 

good quality and maybe each camera has a 

different prespective when taking pictures. I 

think after these changes the phones are going 

to be way better and advanced.
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